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Abstract
Cross-drainage hydraulic structures such as culverts and bridges in urban landscapes are prone to get blocked by the

transported debris (e.g., urban, vegetated), which often reduces their hydraulic capacity and triggers flash floods.

Unavailability of relevant data from blockage-originated flooding events and complex nature of debris accumulation are

highlighted factors hindering the research within the blockage management domain. Wollongong City Council (WCC)

blockage conduit policy is the leading formal guidelines to incorporate blockage into design guidelines; however, are

criticized by the hydraulic engineers for its dependence on the post-flood visual inspections (i.e., visual blockage) instead

of peak floods hydraulic investigations (i.e., hydraulic blockage). Apparently, no quantifiable relationship is reported

between the visual blockage and hydraulic blockage; therefore, many consider WCC blockage guidelines invalid. This

paper exploits the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI), motivated by its recent success, and attempts to relate visual

blockage with hydraulic blockage by proposing a deep learning pipeline to predict hydraulic blockage from an image of the

culvert. Two experiments are performed where the conventional pipeline and end-to-end learning approaches are imple-

mented and compared in the context of predicting hydraulic blockage from a single image. In experiment one, the

conventional deep learning pipeline approach (i.e., feature extraction using CNN and regression using ANN) is adopted. In

contrast, in experiment two, end-to-end deep learning models (i.e., E2E_ MobileNet, E2E_ BlockageNet) are trained and

compared with the conventional pipeline approach. Dataset (i.e., Hydraulics-Lab Blockage Dataset (HBD), Visual

Hydraulics-Lab Dataset (VHD)) used in this research were collected from laboratory experiments performed using scaled

physical models of culverts. E2E_ BlockageNet model was reported best in predicting hydraulic blockage with R2 score of

0.91 and indicated that hydraulic blockage could be interrelated with the visual features at the culvert.

Keywords Cross-Drainage Hydraulic Structures � Visual Blockage � Hydraulic Blockage � Artificial Intelligence �
Deep Learning � End-to-End Learning � Scaled Physical Models

1 Introduction

Blockage of cross-drainage hydraulic structures such as

culverts and bridges is a commonly occurring phenomenon

during floods which often results in a reduced hydraulic

capacity of the structure, increased damages to property,

diversion of flow, downstream scour, failure of the struc-

ture, and risk to life [13, 22, 25, 26, 34, 53–55]. Few

highlighted examples of blockage-originated floods around

the world include Newcastle (Australia) floods [25, 61],

Barpeta (India) floods [59], Pentre (United Kingdom)

floods [15] and Wollongong (Australia) floods [25, 54]. In

the context of Australia, many councils and institutions

have mentioned blockage as a critical issue (e.g., NSW

Floodplain Management Manual [49], Queensland Urban

Drainage Manual [35], Australian Rainfall and Runoff

(ARR) [10, 26, 50, 62]), however, none comprehensively

addressed consideration of blockage into design guidelines.

Research in blockage management is hindered by the

highly variable nature of blockage formulation and the

unavailability of historical floods data to investigate the

behavior of blockage [16, 17, 38]. Wollongong City

Council (WCC), under the umbrella of ARR, developed a
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conduit blockage policy for the first time to incorporate the

blockage within the design guidelines [36, 62]. The WCC

policy suggested that any hydraulic structure with a diag-

onal length less than 6m is prone to 100% blockage during

peak floods.

The problem of blockage at cross-drainage hydraulic

structures has been studied from two main perspectives

(i.e., hydraulically, visually) based on the subjective

interpretation by researchers in literature. The WCC

blockage policy was developed under the ‘‘visual block-

age’’ perspective and was based on the post-flood visual

surveys of cross-drainage hydraulic structures. Visual

blockage is defined as the function of visual hindrance

caused by debris material at the opening of cross-drainage

hydraulic structures. The idea behind this perspective is

that the probability of blockage-originated floods can be

significantly reduced by regular maintenance of cross-

drainage hydraulic structures using the visual blockage

information [12, 32, 62]. The WCC blockage policy was

criticized by the hydraulic engineers because of its

dependence on visual assessments rather than hydraulic

assessments. This introduced the perspective of hydraulic

blockage, which is defined as the reduction in the hydraulic

capacity of the structure due to the presence of debris

material [62]. This perspective emphasizes the need to

investigate the quantifiable hydraulic impacts of blockage

during peak floods to include it within the design guideli-

nes of the cross-drainage hydraulic structures.

It is argued that ‘‘visual blockage’’ assessed from post-

flood visual information cannot be considered as the true

representation of the ‘‘hydraulic blockage’’ during peak

floods until a quantifiable translation exists between both

terms [27]. One highlighted case differentiating both terms

is when a structure is blocked with porous vegetative

debris. For this case, the degree of visual blockage will be

high, but the degree of hydraulic blockage will be very low.

Therefore, a structure with high visual blockage doesn’t

need to be hydraulically blocked. To date, there is no

quantifiable relationship reported in the literature to

translate visual blockage into hydraulic blockage or

otherwise.

In recent times, the world has seen the success of

computational intelligence [2–5] and Artificial Intelligence

(AI) [6, 32, 63] approaches towards solving real-world

problems. Generally, in the context of computational

analysis, the nonlinear activation analyses have been

widely used to address forward (e.g., dynamic analyses)

and reverse (e.g., fault diagnosis) problems across various

application domains in the literature. Some highlighted

examples include the nonlinear semi-continuum model for

material analysis [42], a mechanoelectrical flexible hub-

beam model for fluid analysis [31] and First Order

Approximate Coupling (FOAC) model for hub-beam

dynamic analysis [20]. Specifically, in the context of deep

learning, the aim of a model is to get linearly related

separable features from nonlinearly separable input

instances by performing multiple transformations over the

number of layers [24]. To achieve nonlinearity in the

neural networks, various types of activation functions are

used. Few commonly used nonlinear activation functions

are Sigmoid, Tanh, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [48],

Swish [51], and Mish [46]. In earlier days of deep learning,

Sigmoid and Tanh activation functions were used; how-

ever, they were limited by vanishing gradient and com-

plexity. ReLU-based functions were introduced to deal

with the complexity and presented a simpler concept;

however, they offered limitations of limited nonlinearity

and the non-utilization of negative values. To deal with the

saturated output problem of existing activation functions,

exponential unit based activation functions were intro-

duced (e.g., Exponential Linear Unit (ELU) [21], Scaled

ELU (SELU) [37]). In recent times, learning-based adap-

tive activation functions (e.g., Adaptive Piecewise Linear

(APL) [7], Swish) are proposed, which have the ability to

adapt the parameters during learning and are hence more

robust. Few most recent nonlinear activation functions

proposed for images datasets include Wide Hidden

Expansion (WHE) [60], Soft-Root-Sign (SRS) [65] and

Pade Activation Unit (PAU) [47].

A significant shift has been observed in literature from

local hand-crafted features (i.e., conventional machine

learning) to deep features (i.e., deep learning) for improved

and generalized performance. Motivated by this success,

this paper implements the combination of the latest deep

learning CNN (i.e., best suited for the images) and ANN

(i.e., latest regression model) architectures to predict

hydraulic blockage from a single image. Research in this

paper attempts to relate hydraulic blockage with visual

blockage by proposing the use of a culvert image for the

prediction of corresponding hydraulic blockage. In this

context, two experiments are reported where a conven-

tional deep learning pipeline approach and end-to-end deep

learning approach are implemented. The conventional deep

learning pipeline consisted of three modules; extraction of

visual features from an image using the CNN model (i.e.,

MobileNet, ResNet50, EfficientNetB3), pre-processing of

the extracted deep visual features, and predicting the

hydraulic blockage by feeding it to regression model (i.e.,

Artificial Neural Network (ANN)). In experiment two, the

functionality of the conventional pipeline proposed in

experiment one is achieved by using a single end-to-end

deep learning model. In this context, two end-to-end deep

learning models (i.e., E2E_ MobileNet, E2E_ Block-

ageNet) were trained and compared with the best per-

forming conventional deep learning pipeline from

experiment one. The dataset (i.e., Hydraulics-Lab
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Blockage Dataset (HBD), Visual Hydraulics-Lab Dataset

(VHD)) used in this research was collected from a series of

comprehensive laboratory experiments performed using

scaled physical models of culverts to replicate different

flooding and blockage scenarios. As a summary, the fol-

lowings are the main contributions of the presented

research in this article:

1. Development of numerical (i.e., HBD) and visual (i.e.,

VHD) datasets from the hydraulics laboratory exper-

iments to facilitate the implementation of AI

algorithms.

2. Design, implementation, and analysis of a conventional

deep learning pipeline using CNN and ANN algorithms

to predict the hydraulic blockage at cross drainage

hydraulic structure from a single image of the culvert.

3. Development and analysis of end-to-end deep learning

models for the improved prediction of hydraulic

blockage from a single image of the culvert.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

summarizes the latest benchmark research where blockage

at cross-drainage hydraulic structures is addressed. Sec-

tion 3 presents the research methodology, including data

collection, deep learning architectures, and research

approach for experiments. Section 4 talks about the

experimental design and evaluation measures used to

assess the performance. Section 5 presents the results of the

experiments and reports the important insights. Section 6

discusses the results and builds the important accounts

generated from the performed experiments. Section 7

concludes the study and provides the potential future

directions of the presented research.

2 State of the art in blockage management

The problem of blockage at cross-drainage hydraulic

structures is not comprehensively addressed in the litera-

ture primarily because of the limited availability of data

and the highly complex nature of blockage accumulation.

This section summarizes the benchmark literature related

to blockage management in chronological order to

demonstrate the advancements in this domain.

In year 2010, Balkham et al. [9] studied blockage

problem in the context of the United Kingdom using a risk-

based methodology. For local hydraulic structures, detailed

guidelines were formulated to deal with the blockage issue

at culverts and bridges. Later in 2013, Blanc [16] per-

formed laboratory experiments to investigate the impact of

trash screens on the upstream blockage. Straight wooden

dowels of varying lengths were used to replicate the

wooden debris. The study concluded that the probability of

the trash screen being blocked increased with an increase in

the debris length relative to trash screen bar spacing. The

study lacked to discuss the impact of blockage on upstream

water levels during the peak floods and used a simplified

definition of blockage, which may not be valid in practice.

In the year 2015, Manning-Dickfos [43] validated the

existing blockage guidelines in the context of the Sunshine

Coast region by performing open channel laboratory

experiments using scaled physical models of the culvert.

The blockage effect was simulated by controlling the flow

using a gate mechanism. From the results, it was concluded

that blockage is more critical at lower flow rates in com-

parison to the higher flow rates. The impact of debris at the

upstream flood levels and the accumulation behavior of

debris were not studied. Later in the same year, Kramer

et al. [38] proposed the mathematical formulation of

hydraulic blockage and performed laboratory experiments

to investigate the impact of urban debris on upstream flood

levels. From the investigation, varied trends of blockage

were reported for different debris types indicating the

complexity of the blockage problem. Furthermore, align-

ment of debris and type of debris were reported as two

main factors significantly affecting the blockage outcome.

In 2016, Sullivan et al. [57] proposed the idea of using

the remote sensing data towards identifying the hydraulic

structures susceptible to blockage issue. The idea of auto-

matically detecting the debris piles and classifying them

into one of three classes (i.e., small, medium, large) was

coined, however, no computer vision algorithm was

reported in this context. In 2020, Brooks [19] investigated

the blockage of culverts due to boulders by performing

laboratory experiments using scaled physical models. From

the field observations and corresponding laboratory inves-

tigations, the inlet of the culvert was reported as the

dominant location for the boulder deposition, and multiple

culvert designs were proposed to counter this problem. In

2021, Iqbal et al. [33] investigated the blockage at culverts

by performing laboratory experiments using scaled physi-

cal models of culverts. A comprehensive study was

undertaken where multiple debris types were used, and

different blockage scenarios were simulated to explore the

relationships between blockage-related factors (e.g., debris

orientation, culvert type, inlet discharge, debris type, debris

volume). From the investigations, interesting trends were

reported where the blockage was found highly dependent

on the debris orientation, debris compactness, culvert type,

and debris type. Further, it was reported that hydraulic

blockage increases towards the falling limb of the flood

hydrograph, however, it may not be as critical as during the

peak floods.

In a most recent study, Iqbal et al. [32] investigated the

blockage from a visual perspective and proposed the use of

AI models for the automation of visual blockage classifi-

cation for maintenance purposes. The idea of using a
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computer vision algorithm to classify a culvert as

‘‘blocked’’ or ‘‘clear’’ was used to automate the manual

visual surveys performed by the flood management teams

for maintaining the structures. Nine CNN classification

models were implemented on the manually labeled data

from the real-culverts and laboratory experiments. From

the results, the NASNet model was reported as the best

with a classification accuracy of 85%, however, the Moi-

bleNet was reported as the fastest with a classification

accuracy of 78%. Background cluttering and simplified

labeling criteria were identified as the main factors in the

degraded performance of CNN models.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data collection

Two different types of datasets (i.e., hydraulic and visual)

were used in this research collected from comprehensive

laboratory experiments using scaled physical models of

culverts (see Iqbal et al. [33] for more details). The

experiments aimed to replicate blockage scenarios using

multiple debris types under different flooding conditions

and record visual and hydraulic data. Percentage hydraulic

blockage was recorded using mathematical formulation

proposed by Kramer et al. [38] as given in Eq. 1.

Percentage Hydraulic Blockage

¼ Upstream WLblocked � Upstream WLunblocked

Upstream WLblocked

� 100;

ð1Þ

where Upstream WLblocked denotes the upstream water

level when the culvert is blocked and Upstream WLunblocked

denotes the upstream water level when the culvert is not

blocked.

Experiments were performed in a 12m � 0.2m flume

with single and double circular culvert models. Vegetative

and urban debris was used at scale to simulate different

blockage scenarios. Figure 1 shows the Two-Dimensional

(2D) schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to

collect the dataset. A point gauge was used to measure the

water levels and was placed at 1m distance from the cul-

vert. In total, 173 unique blockage scenarios were simu-

lated, while some scenarios were repeated. A total of 352

hydraulic data samples were recorded from the experi-

ments to organize in a dataset called HBD.

In addition to the hydraulic data collection, a web

camera-based setup was established to record the videos of

each simulated blockage scenario, and the corresponding

dataset is referred to as VHD. For this investigation, ima-

ges were extracted from VHD for the time instances when

the hydraulic measurements were taken. In total, 352

images were extracted from video clips, each representing

the visual of the culvert for the time instance at which the

corresponding hydraulic measurement was taken.

3.2 Deep learning architectures

Deep learning is an approach within machine learning that

uses the multiple layer structure to automatically extract

the feature representations without human involvement.

Deep learning models work in a hierarchy where lower to

higher level features are learned as the network goes deep

[28]. Recently, deep learning-based models and pipelines

have successfully addressed complex real-world problems

because of their ability to learn useful features automati-

cally and provide a generalized performance. In the context

of deep learning, end-to-end learning has emerged as an

approach to use the power of layered structure and model

the intermediate operations in conventional pipelines using

the network layers. Therefore, end-to-end learning is

defined as the approach of training a complex target system

represented by a single deep neural network and bypassing

the intermediate layer operations [18]. The followings are

the theoretical details of the deep learning architectures

used in the presented research.

camera
Upstream Tank Downstream Tank

1m 1m

Upstream Point Gauge Downstream Point GaugeCulvert Model

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional schematic diagram of hydraulics laboratory experimental setup
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3.2.1 Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

CNNs or ConvNets are deep feedforward networks

inspired by the visual cortex functionality and considered

one of the most powerful networks to process grid-like data

(i.e., visual data). CNN follows the different approach of

connectivity inspired by the visual cortex and is way less

complex in terms of connectors in comparison to a fully

connected multilayer perceptron. In the visual cortex, a

single neuron responds to stimuli within a limited region,

also known as the receptive field. These receptive fields

overlap partially with each other and cover the entire visual

field [40]. In general, a CNN architecture consists of con-

volution layers, pooling layers, activation functions, fully

connected layers, classifiers, loss functions, optimizers, and

regularization. The following subsections provide a brief

introduction to CNN models used in this research as feature

extractors.

3.2.2 MobileNet

MobileNets are the class of deep networks specifically

designed for the mobile utility and consist of compact,

streamlined architecture [30]. Depthwise separable con-

volution, a form of factorize convolution [56] makes them

computationally cheaper deep networks. First, a single

filter is applied to each input channel and then 1� 1

pointwise convolution is applied to combine the depthwise

convolution outputs (i.e., depthwise separable convolution

consists of separate filtering and combining layers). The

accuracy and latency of the network are controlled by two

hyperparameters (i.e., width multiplier, resolution multi-

plier) to help in building a model suitable for a custom

problem. Depthwise convolution for a single filter per input

can be expressed mathematically as in Eq. 2.

Ĝk;l;m ¼
X

i;j

K̂i;j;m � Fkþi�1;lþj�1;m; ð2Þ

where K̂ denotes the depthwise kernel for convolution, F

denotes the input channel, and Ĝ denotes the filtered output

feature map. Figure 2 shows the graphical illustration of

how the depthwise separable convolution works and how it

is different from the standard convolution.

3.2.3 ResNet50

A deep residual network was proposed by He et al. [29]

towards improving the training of extremely deep networks

by introducing the idea of reformulating layers as learning

residual functions instead of unreferenced functions. From

empirical results, ResNet proved easier to optimize and

improved the accuracy with increased depth of the net-

work. In other words, ResNet allows the network layers to

fit residual mapping instead of fitting for each layer. If H(x)

represents the mapping to be fit by layers of the network

with input (x), the residual learning is based on the

hypothesis that if a certain number of layers can asymp-

totically approximate the complicated function, they can

also approximate the residual function ðFðxÞ :¼ HðxÞ � xÞ.

3.2.4 EfficientNetB3

EfficientNet is proposed by Tan and Le [58] as an accurate

and efficient family of ConvNets based on the scaled-up

version of the baseline Neural Architecture Search (NAS)

model. The idea of using a simple compound coefficient to

uniformly scale the model in all dimensions (i.e., depth,

width, resolution) is implemented in developing Effi-

cientNets. Scaling up ConvNets by balancing all dimen-

sions using a constant ratio resulted in better accuracy of

models. Based on this idea, if it is intended to use 2n times

more computational power, model can be scaled up in

depth by an, in width by bn and in resolution by cn, where

a, b, c represent constants.

3.2.5 Artificial neural network (ANN)

ANNs are machine learning models inspired by the bio-

logical functionality of the animal brain and are layer-

based deep architecture. ANN consists of nodes, layers,

and connections. Each node in the network represents a

neuron and applies a transformation to input by non-linear

activation and transmits it to other neurons in the network.

Layers of ANN consist of a number of nodes and are

designed to perform a specific transformation to input.

Furthermore, each layer is characterized by weights which

are updated during the training process to optimize the

desired performance of layer [1, 14, 39, 45]. A neuron k in

layer Lþ 1 takes xLi as input and transforms it by applying

non-linear activation into xLþ1
k . The processing of a single

neuron in the network can be mathematically expressed as

given in Eq. 3.

xLþ1
k ¼ f

X

i

wL
ikx

L
i þ wL

bk

!
; ð3Þ

where wL
ik represents the layer L weights, wL

bk represents the

bias term of neuron k and f represents the non-linear acti-

vation function.

3.3 Research approach

This section presents a detailed description of the con-

ventional deep learning based pipeline and end-to-end deep

learning models implemented in this article for the
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prediction of hydraulic blockage from a single image of the

culvert.

3.3.1 Experiment one: conventional deep learning pipeline

The proposed deep learning pipeline aimed to relate the

visual blockage with hydraulic blockage using a combi-

nation of deep learning models and consisted of three main

modules; visual feature extraction, data processing, and

ANN regression. The proposed pipeline was designed to

take an image of the culvert, extract visual features using a

deep learning model, pre-process the extracted features,

and feed them into the ANN regression model to predict

the hydraulic blockage. Figure 3 shows the functional

block diagram of the proposed deep learning pipeline.

– Module 1: Deep Visual Feature Extraction – As a

first step in the pipeline, an image of the culvert is

processed through a deep CNN model (e.g., MobileNet,

ResNet50, EfficientNetB3) to extract the deep visual

features. In experiment one, three CNN models are

compared to assess the impact of the number of visual

features extracted and the fundamental principle by

which the visual features are extracted. All the CNN

models were used with ImageNet [23] pre-trained

weights and as a feature extractor by removing the top

layers.

– Module 2: Data Processing – At the second step of the

pipeline, extracted visual features were transformed before

feeding to the regression model for improved performance.

The standard scalar transformation was applied, which

transforms thedatawith adistributionhavingzeromeanand

unit standard deviation. Given a sample x, standard scalar

transformation score z can be determined as given in Eq. 4.

z ¼ x� l
r

; ð4Þ

where l represents the mean and r represents the

standard deviation. In literature, it has been reported

that standard scalar transformation improves the per-

formance of the regression model in comparison to the

case where no transformation is applied.

– Module 3: ANN Regression – At the final stage of the

proposed pipeline, processed visual features were fed

into the ANN regression model to predict correspond-

ing hydraulic blockage. Three different regression

models with different layer depths were trained corre-

sponding to the number of extracted visual features.

3.3.2 Experiment two: end-to-end deep learning model

In experiment two, end-to-end models were designed to

achieve the functionality of the proposed pipeline in

N

N

M

Input Layer Depth-Wise Convolution

Point-wise Convolution

Output Layer

Fig. 2 Graphical illustration of depthwise separable convolution (conceptualized from [30])
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experiment one for predicting hydraulic blockage. A single

model architecture with CNN layers as feature extractor

and fully connected dense layers as ANN regressor was

designed. Based on the results of experiment one, two end-

to-end models were designed, one with MobileNet as fea-

ture extractor (i.e., E2E_ MobileNet) and the other with

custom CNN layers as feature extractor (i.e., E2E_

BlockageNet). Figure 4 shows the structure of the end-to-

end deep learning model (i.e., E2E_ BlockageNet) for the

prediction of hydraulic blockage. Models were designed

and trained using Keras and TensorFlow platforms. Fig-

ure 5 shows the summary of both models with the number

of parameters and features at each layer.

4 Experimental design and evaluation
measures

Two sets of experiments (i.e., conventional deep learning

pipeline, end-to-end deep learning) were performed in this

article to predict the hydraulic blockage at culverts from

images. Experimental design for both investigations is

presented in this section, along with standard evaluation

measures.

CNN Feature
Extraction

Data
Processing

ANN
Regression

% Hydraulic
Blockage

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3

Input

+ + + +

1

features

...

...
...

...
...

x1

x2

x3

xn

y

l1 l2 l3 ln

. . .

Input Layer Hidden Layers Output Layer

n = 32 n = 16 n = 16 n = 16

Fig. 3 Functional block diagram of proposed conventional deep learning pipeline for blockage prediction

4 22
4

224

conv1

8 11
2

112

conv2

8 56

56

conv3

121
63
2

Flatten

1 32

R1

1 16

R2

1 1

out

Conv Layer ReLu Layer Max Pooling FC Layer Output

Fig. 4 Structure of proposed

end-to-end deep learning model

E2E_ BlockageNet for

hydraulic blockage prediction
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4.1 Experiment one

Experiment one implemented a conventional deep learning

pipeline approach and investigated the performance of

three different CNN models (i.e., MobileNet, ResNet50,

EfficientNetB3) as feature extractors to select the best

among them. All the CNN models were pre-trained on the

ImageNet dataset and were used as feature extractor by

removing the top layers. Each CNN model resulted in a

different number of visual features (i.e., Mobile-

Net = 50176, ResNet50 = 100352, EfficientNetB3 =

153600), therefore, three variants of ANN in terms of the

number of hidden layers were used to locally optimize the

training. ANN1 was used with MobileNet features, ANN2

was used with ResNet50 features, and ANN3 was used

with EfficientNetB3 features, respectively. The depth of

hidden layers was decided based on a trial and error pro-

cess with the criteria that an increasing number of hidden

layers do not improve the performance anymore. Table 1

presents the information about the three variants of ANN.

All the ANN models were trained for 100 epochs with

Adam optimizer and a constant learning rate of 0.001. A

standard 60:20:20 split of the dataset was used for training,

validation, and testing. Furthermore, Mean Absolute Error

(MAE) was used as a loss metric during the training pro-

cess. Models were trained using NVIDIA GeForce RTX

2060 Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) with 6GB memory

and 14 Gbps memory speed.

4.2 Experiment two

Experiment two implemented and trained two end-to-end

deep learning models (i.e., E2E_ MobileNet, E2E_

BlockageNet) based on the results of experiment one. For

E2E_ MobileNet, CNN layers from the pre-trained Mobi-

leNet model were used as feature extractor, and fully-

connected layers were stacked on top of CNN layers to

achieve the regression functionality. However, in the case

of the E2E_ BlockageNet model, three CNN layers were

used as feature extractor with 4, 8, and 8 filters, respec-

tively. Both the models were trained using Adam optimizer

with a learning rate of 0.001 for 100 epochs. MAE was

used as a loss metric during the training. A conventional

holdout dataset split of 60:20:20 was used for training,

validation, and testing.

4.3 Evaluation measures

The performance of implemented models was assessed

over unseen test data using standard evaluation metrics,

including Mean Squared Error (MSE), MAE, and R2 score.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Summaries of proposed end-to-end deep learning models

Table 1 ANN regression model

variants investigated in

experiment one

# of hidden layers # of nodes # of input features # of trainable parameters

ANN1 2 [32,16] 50176 1606209

ANN2 8 [32, 16,..., 16] 100352 3213505

ANN3 10 [32, 16,..., 16] 153600 4917985
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MSE measures the model’s absolute goodness for fit and

is calculated by dividing the sum of the square of predic-

tion error (i.e., actual minus predicted) by the total number

of data samples. It gives an absolute real number which

informs about how much the predicted results deviate from

the actual results. MSE is best suited for the comparison of

different regression models and the selection of the best

model against the compared. Equation 5 presents the

mathematical expression for the MSE.

MSE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

di � d̂i
� �2

; ð5Þ

where n denotes the total number of data samples, d

denotes the actual output, and d̂ denotes the predicted

output.

MAE is similar to MSE but takes the sum of the absolute

value of error instead of the square value of error. It

measures the mean error without considering the direction.

It is most suited for the case when the training data contains

possible outliers. Equation 6 presents the mathematical

expression for the calculation of MAE.

MAE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1

jdi � d̂ij: ð6Þ

R2 score is one of the most commonly used measure for

evaluating the regression model performance. It measures

the capability of a model to explain the dependent variable

variability and is calculated by squaring the correlation

coefficient (R). By definition, R2 score or coefficient of

determination is the percentage measure of the model’s

ability to replicate the observed results. R2 is considered an

important measure in machine learning regression because

it provides the goodness of fit for a machine learning model

(i.e., how well the model predictions approximate the

actual data) [64]. Mathematically, it is calculated by

dividing the sum of the square of prediction error by the

total sum of the square. Equation 7 presents the mathe-

matical expression for the calculation of R2 [64].

R2 ¼ 1�
P

i di � d̂i
� �2

P
i di � �di
� �2 � ð7Þ

Best Epoch = 20
Validation Loss = 5.11

(a) ANN1

Best Epoch = 27
Validation Loss = 4.95

(b) ANN2

Best Epoch = 96
Validation Loss = 7.33

(c) ANN3 (d) Validation Loss Comparison

Fig. 6 Training performance of ANN regression models investigated in experiment one
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5 Results

This section presents the results of the conventional deep

learning pipeline and end-to-end models investigated in

experiments one and two. Results are presented as empir-

ical numerical summaries, training plots, scatter plots,

prediction plots, and error box plots. Furthermore, impor-

tant insights interpreted from the results are reported and

discussed.

5.1 Experiment one

Implemented ANN regression models in the conventional

deep learning pipeline were assessed for their training and

testing performance. Training performance was evaluated

by monitoring the individual loss curves and comparative

plots. Figure 6 shows the training plots for the imple-

mented models. From the training plots, it can be observed

that for all cases, training loss followed a negative expo-

nential curve while validation loss tried to follow the

training curve. This is the indication of a normal training

process in machine learning. From the comparative plot in

Fig. 6d, it can be observed from validation loss curves that

both ANN1 and ANN2 performed relatively the same, with

ANN1 on the slightly better end.

Table 2 presents the summary of recorded quantitative

test results for the implemented regression models. From

the Table 2, it can be observed that the ANN1 model

produced the best results with R2 of 0.6949. Interestingly, it

has been observed that with the increase in the number of

Table 2 Summary of empirical results for Implemented ANN Regression Models in Experiment One

MSE MAE R2

ANN1 (with MobileNet features) 76.15 6.22 0.6949

ANN2 (with ResNet50 features) 83.90 6.23 0.6638

ANN3 (with EfficientNetB3 features) 130.70 7.13 0.4764

Bold values represent the best performing model

(a) ANN1 (b) ANN2

(c) ANN3

Fig. 7 Scatter plots for implemented ANN regression models in experiment one
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deep visual features, the performance of ANN regression

degraded. This may be attributed to the presence of a large

number of irrelevant and uncorrelated features for the

ANN2 and ANN3 cases.

Figure 7 shows the scatter plots for each ANN regres-

sion model. From the plots, it is evident that ANN1 pro-

duced the best fit on test data. Figure 8 shows the actual vs.

predicted plots for all three ANN models to demonstrate

how well each model was able to track the actual value.

ANN1 model was observed to best track the actual values,

however, over-prediction can be observed in the majority

of data instances. In all three cases, over-prediction was

more dominant in comparison to under-prediction. Fig-

ure 9 shows the box plots of absolute error for the imple-

mented models in experiment one. From the box plot, it can

be observed that the least spread of box (i.e., containing

50% of samples) is for the ANN1, indicating more con-

sistent performance. Furthermore, the maximum error was

recorded least for the ANN1 (i.e., �16). The number of

outliers was least for the ANN2, however, the spread of

outliers was least for ANN1. Therefore, statistics indicate

the comparable performance of ANN1 and ANN2, with

ANN1 slightly on the better end.

5.2 Experiment two

Training and testing performance of proposed end-to-end

deep learning models is reported and compared with the

best conventional pipeline model combination from

experiment one. Training performance was evaluated from

loss curves and comparative plots. Figure 10 shows the

(a) ANN1 (b) ANN2

(c) ANN3

Fig. 8 Actual vs. predicted Plots for implemented ANN regression models in experiment one

Fig. 9 Absolute error box plot for implemented ANN regression

models in experiment one
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training plots for conventional pipeline and end-to-end

models. In all cases, training loss followed the negative

exponential curve, while validation loss followed the

training loss, which is the indication of the normal training

process. From Fig. 10d comparative plot, it can be

observed that validation loss for E2E_ MobileNet and

E2E_ BlockageNet was similar, however, E2E_ Block-

ageNet curve was more stable, indicating better training

performance.

Table 3 presents the summary empirical results for end-

to-end models and conventional pipeline. From the results,

it can be observed that the E2E_ BlockageNet model per-

formed best with R2 score of 0.9196. From the relative

comparison of conventional pipeline and E2E_ MobileNet,

it can be seen that the end-to-end approach resulted in

significantly improved performance (R2 of 0.8558 in

comparison to 0.6949). Figure 11 shows the scatter plots

for conventional pipeline and end-to-end models to

demonstrate the fit on the test data. From the scatter plots,

it can be observed that E2E_ BlockageNet was able to best

fit the test data.

Figure 12 shows the predicted vs. actual plots for all

three models in experiment two. E2E_ BlockageNet was

the one with the closest tracking of the actual test values.

Figure 13 presents the box plots of absolute error for the

implemented end-to-end models in experiment two. The

box plot shows that E2E_ MobileNet has the least box

spread suggesting more consistent performance. The E2E_

BlockageNet box plot was also comparable to E2E_

MobileNet, however, with the least number of outliers (i.e.,

4) and condensed overall spread including outliers (i.e., the

maximum error of approx 15). On the other hand, E2E_

MobileNet is better in terms of median and maximum error

statistics, however, the number and spread of outliers

suggest its slight degraded performance in comparison to

E2E_ BlockageNet.

Table 3 Summary of empirical results for end-to-end deep learning

models implemented in experiment two

MSE MAE R2

Conventional

pipeline

76.15 6.22 0.6949

E2E_ MobileNet 35.98 3.59 0.8558

E2E_ BlockageNet 20.05 3.25 0.9196

Bold values represent the best performing model

(a) Conventional Pipeline (b) E2E MobileNet

(c) E2E BlockageNet

Best Epoch = 20
Validation Loss = 5.11

Best Epoch = 74
Validation Loss = 3.53

Best Epoch = 59
Validation Loss = 3.70

(d) Validation Loss Comparison

Fig. 10 Training performance of end-to-end deep learning models implemented in experiment two
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6 Discussions on results

Results from both the experiments (i.e., conventional

pipeline, end-to-end model) validated the hypothesis that

both visual blockage and hydraulic blockage can be inter-

related. A maximum R2 score of 0.91 for the E2E_

BlockageNet model and positive scores for all other cases

are clear indicators that visual variations at culvert inlet

due to the presence of debris material can be used in the

prediction of corresponding hydraulic blockage, which

otherwise is almost impossible to model using conven-

tional mathematical modeling. Improved performance of

end-to-end models relative to conventional deep learning

pipeline is in line with the literature [18] and may be

attributed to the capability of end-to-end models in self-

optimizing the internal components of the network and

learning the layer weights more cohesively.

It is important to mention that the dataset used for this

investigation was recorded with the same background and

lighting conditions with only variations in culvert type,

debris, and water levels. This suggests that, for real-world

application, as part of the calibration process, the camera

should focus only on the culvert region, avoiding any

vegetative background; otherwise, performance may

significantly degrade given the visual similarity between

vegetative background and vegetative debris material

causing blockage. Furthermore, one may argue the

dependence of visual appearance (i.e., visual features) on

the other factors (e.g., lighting conditions, debris types,

background, weather) besides the debris itself and may not

consider it reliable for hydraulic blockage prediction. For

this specific study, all these factors were controlled in the

laboratory experiments, however, for real-world applica-

tion, it is in the plans to develop a data pre-processing

block to negate such irrelevant visual variations and

account only for variations caused by the presence of

debris.

Deployment of such AI-powered solutions to the com-

plex real-world problems (e.g., pedestrian detection [11],

wildlife monitoring [8], teaching analysis [44], traffic flow

prediction [41], flood risk assessment [52, 66]) has been

made possible by the recent technological advancements in

computing hardware and availability of edge computing

hardware (e.g., NVIDIA Jetson TX2, NVIDIA Jetson

Nano, NVIDIA Jetson Xavier). Specifically for blockage

management at culverts, recently, an AIoT-powered cam-

era-based system has been implemented in Illawarra, New

South Wales, Australia region where culverts are classified

(a) Conventional Pipeline (b) E2E MobileNet

(c) E2E BlockageNet

Fig. 11 Scatter plots for implemented end-to-end deep learning models in experiment two
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into visual blockage categories using the latest computer

vision algorithms (see [12] for more details). Therefore, it

is potentially possible to design and deploy such a system

for the presented research where it would be able to predict

the hydraulic blockage given the image of the culvert

captured by the camera in real-time. As a system, it will

take the raw image of the culvert as input, will process the

image to mitigate the irrelevant visual dependencies, will

apply the trained end-to-end deep learning model to predict

the hydraulic blockage, and will share the real-time

statistics through the cloud on a mobile application or web

dashboard. The proposed trained model can be used as a

base model, which later may be fine-tuned using the real-

world data. A camera, edge computing hardware (e.g.,

NVIDIA Jetson Nano), and 5G communication module

will be the major hardware components, while cloud ser-

vices (e.g., Amazon Web Services (AWS)), AI develop-

ment, and dashboard development will be the major

software components for such system.

7 Conclusion

Deep learning pipeline and end-to-end deep learning

models have been successfully implemented and compared

by performing two experiments in the context of predicting

the hydraulic blockage from a single image of the culvert.

(a) Conventional Pipeline (b) E2E MobileNet

(c) E2E BlockageNet

Fig. 12 Actual versus predicted plots for implemented end-to-end deep learning models in experiment two

Fig. 13 Absolute error box plot for implemented end-to-end deep

learning models in experiment two
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Experiment one implemented a conventional deep learning

pipeline using CNN and ANN to extract the visual features

and predict the hydraulic blockage, respectively. Mobile-

Net CNN model with two-layer ANN (i.e., ANN1) was

reported best with R2 score of 0.69. Regression perfor-

mance was observed to be degraded with the increase in the

number of extracted visual features, which may be attrib-

uted to the presence of increased number of irrelevant and

uncorrelated features. Experiment two implemented end-

to-end deep learning models to achieve the functionality of

the conventional deep learning pipeline and compared the

results. From the results of experiment two, the end-to-end

learning approach was reported to outperform the con-

ventional pipeline by a significant margin (i.e., R2 of 0.91

for E2E_ BlockageNet in comparison to 0.69 for the con-

ventional pipeline). Improved performance of end-to-end

models may be attributed to their capability of self-opti-

mizing the internal components of the network. A positive

R2 score for all cases validated the hypothesis of the

existence of a relation between visual features of the cul-

vert and corresponding hydraulic blockage. The perfor-

mance of proposed models is expected to be degraded

significantly for the cases where the image contains a

background with a similar visual appearance to the debris

material blocking the culvert. The development of data pre-

processing techniques to mitigate the visual variations

caused by other factors (e.g., lighting, debris type, back-

ground, weather) is a potential future research direction.

Furthermore, deployment of the proposed approach using

the AIoT infrastructure for real-world culvert sites is also

planned in the near future.
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